


ABOUT US
Our mission is simple: to share our knowledge worldwide, reduce the consump-
tion of lubricants, and still achieve the best lubricating on vehicles and machi-
nes to keep the world moving. We achieve this by producing original, top-qua-
lity products that are suitable for every machine and engine, while also using 
recycled materials for most of our packaging to reduce oil consumption.

At F1RST FILL, we believe that our commitment to sustainability can make a 
significant impact on the environment while still providing the best lubricating 
solutions. That’s why we o�er a complementary range of additives and main-
tenance lubricants, all formulated with people and environmentally friendly 
solutions or raw materials.

But that’s not all – we also have a sporty side. Each product we produce exudes 
quality and comes with a well-balanced package of additives that allows it to 
perform in all markets and on all machines. 

F1RST FILL’s dedication to excellence has paid o�, and many of our lubricant 
products are o�cially approved by reputable OEMs like VAG, Mercedes-Benz, 
BMW, MAN, and VOLVO. As our reputation grew, so did our business.

O�cial distributors around the world were eager to join the F1RST FILL family. If 
you’re looking for a lubricant brand that is committed to sustainability, quality, 
and sportiness, look no further than F1RST FILL. Our products are trusted by 
customers around the world, and we continue to lead the industry with our 
innovative solutions.

Join the F1RST FILL family today and experience the di�erence for yourself.



ASSORTIMENT

PASSENGER ENGINE OILS CARGO ENGINE OILS AUTOMATIC FLUIDS

GEARBOX OILS BRAKE FLUIDS COOLANTS

TWO + FOUR STROKE OILs EXTREME ENGINE OILS FUEL + OIL ADDITIVES

ADDITIONAL SEGMENTS

AGRICULTURE INDUSTRIAL GREASES & PASTES

CAR CARE ECO BIKE CARE ECO

... Good to know

Because of our collaborations with leading parties and our own production facilities, we can fully supply you with the products you want, 
in various packaging forms. Do not hesitate to contact us if you are looking for a specific product and/or alternative.



32%

47%

LOWER CO2 FOOTPRINT
COMPARED TO AEROSOLS

MORE SUSTAINABLE THROUGHOUT
LIFESPAN COMPARED TO AEROSOL 
CANS

VERSATILE
Due to the di�erent configurations, the Airopack® is suitable
for many formulations such as greases, assembly pastes,
cleaning agents, impregnating agents and more.  

PURE PRODUCT, 
POWERED BY PURE AIR.
The traditional spray can, who doesn't know it? The pressure in this aerosol is 

achieved by a propellant gas in combination with harmful solvents, which are 

released together with the product during use. This may cause that an environ-

mentally friendly formula will become harmful. This is why we introduce the 

Airopack®.

An alternative that is much better for the environment. Propelled by air instead 

of environmentally harmful propellants and solvents. Transparent, practically 

unbreakable and 360 rotatable without any pressure loss. Non-flammable and 

non-explosive. In addition, no health risk by inhalation. An innovative and sus-

tainable solution to replace the conventional aerosol.

// POWERED BY 100% AIR

Airopack® is powered by air. Completely free of harmful propellants.

// ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

Works on the basis of pure air, which results in a 32% lower CO2 footprint.

// 360˚ USABLE

Use it in all directions, where and when you need it most.



AIROPACK FORMULATIONS

INDUSTRIAL
// Ceramic Paste 

// Copper Paste

// Aluminium Paste

// Universal Grease

// Multi-Functional EP Grease

// Multi Oil

// Penetrating Oil

// Food Grease (NSF)

// Food Cleaner (NSF)

// Food Assembly Paste (NSF)

BIKE CARE ECO
// Bearing Grease

// Assembly Paste

// Chain Oil

// Chain Wax

// Universal Grease

// Boron Grease

// Multi Spray

// So� Cleaner

// Power Cleaner

// Contact Spray

CAR CARE ECO
// Interior Cleaner

// Fabric Cleaner

// Fabric Protect

// Glass Cleaner

// Rim Cleaner

// Quick Shine

// Cockpit Spray

// Tyre Milk

// Luxury Car Scents

// Bumper Restorer

... Good to know

The above formulations have been carefully designed in conjunction with the Airopack packaging. However, this is only a selection of the 
total range. Because of our collaborations with leading parties and our own production facilities, we can fully supply you with the pro-
ducts you want, in various packaging forms. Do not hesitate to contact us if you are looking for a specific product and/or alternative.




